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In this guide, we'll walk through integrating Mason CLI into a 
CI/CD pipeline to bring speed, efficiency and stability to your 
product releases.



The fastest 
way to take 
smart 
devices 
from idea 
to end user
Whether building a single-use device 
from scratch or scaling a smart product 
line, with Mason it’s 20x faster and 10x 
less costly to build, deploy and scale. 
The Mason Smart Device Platform is the 
only fully managed infrastructure for 
developing and delivering dedicated 
devices. It frees innovators to focus on 
what matters: application development, 
feature specification and UX. 
Organizations of all sizes rely on Mason 
to bring innovations and hundreds of 
use cases to market without reinventing 
the wheel. 



INTRODUCTION

In today’s world of constantly shifting priorities, demanding customer 
expectations and opportunities for new product development, product 
and engineering teams need to quickly evolve to speed up the launch 

and releases of new products and features. 



In 2014 Marc Andreessen wrote, a company's ability to “shorten cycle 
times” will “determine the winners and losers in tech”1. He describes how 

companies will increasingly face a world where faster software delivery 
and shorter “cycle times” will broadly determine the success of all 

technology companies. This leaves organizations big and small with the 
challenge of rethinking how they release software to shorten time to 

market so that they can beat out the competition. 
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Speeding up 
Software Delivery

DevOps practice and agile methodologies have proven to be great 
solutions to make software delivery faster, more efficient, and 
reliable. As a result, the last decade has seen an explosion in new 
tools for development teams to perform automated testing, version 
control, archival of software artifacts, detect vulnerabilities and 
deploy applications. 

Tools like Selenium enable teams to automate real user interactions live in 
the browser to ensure their applications work end to end. Github has 
revolutionized the way teams work on software together. Docker redefined 
what it means to “build” and package applications. Snyk added vulnerability 
detection directly into developer’s code editors. Finally tools like Ansible 
enable seamless, highly available, software deployments in the cloud. 



The key to successfully delivering software frequently and reliably is a fully 
automated process that development teams trust. In other words, remove 
fear, when it comes to deploying your software. This can be done with 
continuous integration and continuous deployment (CI/CD) platforms and 
immutable infrastructure. 



Tying all of the tools together into an automated process with CI/CD creates 
what is called a continuous delivery pipeline. If implemented correctly, you 
end up with a repeatable deployment process, enabling many companies to 
deploy software to production every single day. Companies like Etsy, the 
online DIY marketplace, who have achieved this level of trust in their process 
and tooling, deploy to production 50 times per day.2 
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Complexities of 
Dedicated Devices

Fortunately their needs -- outside 
potentially including an accessory 
like a bluetooth heart monitor, nice 
case, or credit card reader -- are very 
similar to consumer smartphones and 
tablets. These are all hardware based 
products where the wheel should not 
be re-invented as commodity 
smartphones and tablets can be 
used as the vehicle to deliver the 
software experience rather than 
building something custom. 



The challenge with this approach, 
however, is that you need to either 
build your own software delivery 
pipeline from scratch or utilize a 
combination of app stores and tools 
not designed for building products 
on top of. A notorious issue here is 
the restrictive and ever changing 
policies around apps published 
through Google Play or Apple’s App 
store and manual approvals from the 
respective companies to publish 
your application.


Unlike cloud based applications, you as 
a developer, don’t have control. 
Without control and the possibility of 
your software’s dependencies 
changing out from under you, you have 
to develop with fear and uncertainty 
resulting in tedious and careful 
planning and testing processes. Long 
cycle times for iteration. 



This is why you see successful 
companies like Square, who build Point 
of Sale products based around 
dedicated devices transitioning from 
consumer iPads to spending hundreds 
of millions of dollars in building their 
own Android based hardware and 
software infrastructure from scratch.3

The workaround for this is to leverage 
a 3rd party mobile device management 
(MDM) application such as VMWare 
Workspace One or SOTI Mobicontrol to 
deploy and update your application 
however these still depend on the 
underlying consumer operating system 
in which you have no control. An 
unexpected OS update from the device 
maker or carrier could deprecate 
critical APIs of your app, or break the 
MDM itself leaving you in a horrible 
situation. 



Lastly you have to worry about drift. 
Over time as you expand your 
customer base it becomes more and 
more tedious to maintain as each new 
device you order for your product may 
come with different versions of the 
operating system. Forcing either a 
lengthy manual process to image the 
devices with a new operating system 
version or extreme vigilance while 
developing your app

With all of this modern tooling, and tried and true DevOps approaches to 
software delivery. You would think that every company can now deploy their 
software multiple times a day, like Etsy. We would have a level playing field 
where Marc Andreessen’s idea behind very fast “cycle times'' would be the 
default. That is not the case however. Many of the modern tools today like 
Docker and Ansible are designed for cloud software only. 



What if the product you build does not live in the cloud? What if you throw 
dedicated devices into the mix? Let’s look at a class of products that depend on 
dedicated hardware to exist.
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A few characteristics you’ll notice is 
that each of these products have 
several commonalities though very 
different use cases. They have/need: 

1.  A display and/or touch screen


2. WiFi or Cellular connectivity


3. To run an application as the primary user experience


4. To be updatable in the field (iterative enhancement or security updates)



Treating Device 
Configuration as Code3

Infrastructure as Code is a big topic when it comes to modern DevOps 
practice and cloud deployments in general. It is the key to creating 
Immutable Infrastructure and a repeatable deployment. Ultimately at the 
core of any modern CI/CD pipeline is code that describes the infrastructure 
-- servers, the operating system, and any dependencies -- that your 
application runs upon. 



If you could describe the Android or iOS operating system, the 
environment in which your application runs, as a piece of code alongside 
your application. Maintain versions of it in Git, automate it’s testing, archival 
and deployment. This would be a system you trust. 



Unfortunately, as we covered in the earlier section, no such tooling exists 
today if you’re building a product on top of consumer hardware. This holy 
grail of software delivery pipelines are reserved for the cloud and secret 
“cycle shortening” weapons for companies like Square who can afford to 
build their own everything.


CI/CD
OS 

Configuration
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Code
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os:

  name: iheartlives-hd

  version: 2120

  configurations:

    android:

      config_sms_capable: false

    mason-management:

      direct_boot_package: com.iheartlives.monitor

      disable_keyguard: true

      disable_status_bar: true

      disable_camera: true

      disable_screen_capture: true

      autogrant_runtime_permissions_packages:

        - com.iheartlives.monitor

    settings:

      config_default_tile_list:

        - wifi

        - bluetooth

apps:

  - name: com.iheartlives.monitor

    package_name: com.iheartlives.monitor

    version_code: 48729

{

  "configs": "mason.yml",

  "apps": [

    "android/app/build/outputs/apk"

  ]

}


The Mason Smart 
Device Platform 4

Mason offers developers a powerful CLI tool that can be 
integrated into any CI environment. It allows developers to 
describe a custom OS as configuration, build that into an 
immutable artifact, and deploy to a fleet of devices over the air. 
Unlocking the power to bring speed, efficiency and stability to 
your dedicated device based product releases.



The first step towards integrating Mason into your CI/CD 
pipeline is to add your Mason project configuration to your 
Android application project.



If you're starting from scratch an easy way to do this is to 
simply run mason init in the root directory of your Android 
project. This command is interactive and can initialize a new 
project which results in a mason.yml and a .masonrc file being 
created inside of your project.



<-- Example showing a mason project describing the operating 
system for a remote heart monitor


The mason.yml file is your project configuration. You can think 
of it as a manifest or description of the entire environment your 
application runs within. By adding it to your Android project 
and versioning it alongside your application source code you 
effectively expand your development capabilities from just the 
app to an entire operating system.



You can think of the .masonrc file as "configuration for Mason 
CLI itself" or a "helper to make using the CLI easier" by telling 
the CLI where all of your files are on your machine. This file is 
completely optional but we've found .masonrc to be especially 
helpful in an automated CI/CD environment (where you may 
have multiple apps building or unconventional file structures).

And that’s it! Now you as a developer or product team have the 
keys to creating Immutable Infrastructure and a repeatable 

deployment.



Once your Mason account is created 
you can Order A DevKit to  

begin testing. 



When you’re ready follow this guide 
to create a software delivery pipeline 

that gives your organization an 
advantage in the market:  



https://docs.bymason.com/guides/con
tinuous-integration
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Sign up for a Mason Account to get started

https://platform.bymason.com/controller/signup
https://platform.bymason.com/controller/store
https://docs.bymason.com/guides/continuous-integration
https://a16z.com/2014/06/03/pmarca-tweetstorm-cycle-time-determines-winners-and-losers-in-tech/
https://www.infoq.com/news/2014/03/etsy-deploy-50-times-a-day/
https://www.wired.com/story/square-register-tablet/

